
Discovering AURAK: Your Gateway to
World-Class Education in Ras Al Khaimah

Ras Al Khaimah - A World of Opportunities

A City of Opportunities for Expatriates

Nestled amid breathtaking landscapes and reflecting a vibrant 
cultural heritage, Ras Al Khaimah (RAK) shines as a beacon of 
education and innovation. This gem of the United Arab Emirates 
boasts an impressive educational environment, with the American 
University of Ras Al Khaimah (AURAK) taking center stage. Let's 
explore what makes RAK an extraordinary place for higher 
education and personal growth.

In addition to its educational excellence, Ras Al Khaimah (RAK) has 
been recognized as the world's fourth-best city for expatriates. 
According to the InterNations Expat City Ranking 2023 report, RAK 
offers foreign workers a high quality of life, abundant job 
opportunities, and a vibrant expat community. This recognition 
further underscores the appeal of RAK as a destination for personal 
and professional growth.

Unveiling AURAK's Excellence 

AURAK is a public, non-profit, independent institution of higher 
learning that promises an exceptional educational journey. Its 
expansive 1.3 million square foot campus houses American-style 
undergraduate and graduate programs, strongly emphasizing 
innovation, entrepreneurship, and sustainability. Accredited by 
national and international authorities, AURAK offers a world-class 
education experience.



Diverse Programs for Ambitious Minds 
AURAK opens doors to a plethora of undergraduate and 
postgraduate programs in Business & Management, Engineering, 
Computer Science, Media & Design, and Biotechnology. With 
24 programs to choose from, students can tailor their education 
to their passions and aspirations.

Global Success Starts Here
AURAK's mission is to equip students with the skills and experience to 
thrive in their chosen fields. Through strategic partnerships with 
renowned organizations, students gain valuable work experience and 
knowledge that positions them as professionals ready to make an 
impact worldwide.

Embrace the AURAK Experience 
Beyond academics AURAK offers a dynamic student life 
experience that extends far beyond the classroom. Joining 
our vibrant community means discovering a world of 
extracurricular activities, clubs, sports teams, and diverse 
cultural experiences. 

World-Class Faculty for World-Class Education 
At AURAK, world-class faculty members hold Ph.D. qualifications and 
bring their diverse expertise to the classroom. With a commitment to 
delivering top-notch education and groundbreaking research, AURAK's 
faculty is dedicated to nurturing student success and contributing to 
the global community.

Pioneering Innovation at AURAK

AURAK's Centers of Excellence lead the way in fostering innovation 
and advancing research. Explore their groundbreaking work in 
entrepreneurship, information technology, research and innovation, 
and outdoor comfort solutions.

AURAK's Center for Executive and Professional Education (CEPE) 
offers tailored workshops and training in various fields, ensuring 
professionals and aspiring individuals can enhance their skills and 
knowledge. From English proficiency testing to specialized courses, CEPE is your partner in professional 
development.



Sustainability at Its Core

Green Campus for a Greener Future

AURAK is committed to sustainability, providing an eco-friendly 
environment for students. Join us in our mission to protect the planet 
while pursuing your dreams.

At AURAK, the student experience is about personal growth, forging friendships, and preparing for a 
bright future.

Engage in clubs and
organizations tailored 

to your interests, 
nurturing

talents and hobbies.

Explore Your
Passions:

Participate in sports
and take on

leadership roles, 
developing

essential life skills.

Teamwork and
Leadership:

Engage yourself in a
diverse community,
 learning from peers

from over 50 
nationalities.

Cultural
Enrichment: 

Engage in a diverse 
community, 

learning from peers 
from over 50 
nationalities.

Celebrate
Diversity: 

Be part of a welcoming
and inclusive campus
where self-expression

is encouraged.

Supportive
Environment:

Hands-On Learning and Cultural Integration
At AURAK, education goes beyond the classroom. We believe in the 
power of hands-on learning and cultural integration to shape 
well-rounded individuals who are academically accomplished, 
globally aware, and culturally sensitive.

Multicultural Harmony

Become part of a global community. Imagine collaborating on a 
project with peers from around the world, each bringing their unique 
insights and backgrounds to the table. This multicultural immersion 
extends beyond the classroom, shaping your worldview and preparing 
you for success in an increasingly diverse and interconnected 
global landscape.

AURAK recognizes that practical experience is essential for a comprehensive education. Our students have the 
unique opportunity to engage in internships, community projects, and groundbreaking research initiatives that 
bridge the gap between theory and practice. Through these experiences, students gain valuable insights, 
develop critical problem-solving skills, and learn how to navigate real-world challenges.

Join AURAK on a journey towards global recognition and success in higher education and innovation. Embrace 
the opportunities, experience diversity, and thrive in an environment designed for your success.



World-Class Faculty: 
Learn from industry experts and scholars, 

ensuring top-quality education.

Business and
Management: 
Excel in a dynamic 
business world with 
enhanced skills.

Engineering: 
Lead in technological 
advancements with 
our innovative 
programs.

Computer
Science: 
Explore technology's 
boundless possibilities 
through our advanced 
curriculum.

Education: 
Inspire and 
educate the next 
generation.

Mass Communications: 
Dive into the media 
industry with 
advanced skills.

Biotechnology:
Learn to use 
biology to improve 
human health and 
society.

Architecture/
Interior Design:
Shape the world with 
our cutting-edge 
programs.

Join us in life-changing education and embrace the world

Global Campus: 
Join a diverse community from 60+ countries, 

fostering international understanding.

State-of-the-Art Facilities: 
Study in modern, tech-equipped spaces for an 

enhanced learning journey.

aurak.ac.aeinquiry@aurak.ac.ae+971 7 246 8888

At the American University of Ras Al Khaimah,
innovation and success converge

Are you ready to embark on an exciting journey toward
academic excellence and personal growth? 

Empowering Potential: AURAK's Comprehensive
Range of Accredited Programs

Institutional Accreditations Program Accreditations and Memberships


